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Putting together a survey show that takes the pulse of the global art world is a complex task. 
Ahead of the ARS22 exhibition at the Museum of Contemporary Art Kiasma, Gill Crabbe 
discusses the research and curatorial processes involved with Museum Director Leevi Haapala 
and Chief Curator João Laia

There’s an old saying that we can become what we dwell on, and this springs to mind 
following meeting Leevi Haapala, Director of the Museum of Contemporary Art Kiasma and 
the Chief Curator João Laia. They have been working on the latest in a series of exhibitions, 
which are held every four to five years in Helsinki to test the water of the contemporary arts 
scene both nationally and internationally. Each edition of this long-established show is eagerly 
awaited, with its selection of around 40–50 artists ranging from emerging Finnish artists to 
global icons, and expectations are high. Hearing Haapala and Laia speak about their vision for 
ARS22 and the research processes involved, it seems clear that the two of them have been 
in many ways embodying or exemplifying the vision they have evolved for this landmark 
exhibition. They are walking the talk. 

For the theme around which ARS22 is conceived is mutual empathy, neatly 
encapsulated in the show’s title ‘Living Encounters’. Looking at the world, as artists do, it is 
easy to see the processes of social fragmentation (accelerated by Covid-19) and increasing 
polarisation within the discourses and issues of today, be that politics, ecology, technology, 
belief systems, gender or race issues – ‘concerns,’ says Haapala ‘that contribute to determining 
our actions in collective and private spheres’. The vision for ARS22 centres on presenting 
artworks that individually, collectively or in dialogue with one another, offer the possibility to 
question or obviate such divisions. With this approach ARS22 sets out to create a ‘renewed 
way of thinking which acknowledges the complexities of the world as fruitful’ rather than 
divisive, and provides a ‘forum for sharing experiences and examining issues that touch us all’.  

This is indeed no small ambition. Add to this the fact that it is the 10th edition in 
the series of ARS shows that began in 1961, thus offering an opportunity to look back on 
60 years of contemporary art, and you begin to get the measure of the task they have set 
for ARS22. This is the first time that an ARS exhibition, in addition to showcasing current 
trends, will also include significant artworks from the entire time period during which it has 
operated. ‘We wanted to celebrate and mark the milestones in contemporary art and how 
we have understood that in Finland,’ says Haapala. Previous ARS editions have been known 
to prompt intense debate in the public sphere and at times have been game-changers for the 
contemporary art scene here. Haapala cites the 1983 show, which precipitated a seismic shift 
by bringing site-specific work, environmental art, video art and performance to wider Finnish 
audiences. ‘This changed the mindset of what contemporary art could be and would mean,’ 
says Haapala. It is a point that Laia says still holds today. ‘We also wanted to strengthen our 
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take on the present by showing the different histories that have led us here. So there are 
many reasons building together this novelty of looking back,’ he explains.

The research processes involved in selecting historical works for the show involved 
combing through every work ARS has exhibited over the years, as well as going beyond the 
shows’ archive and also drawing on international histories. ‘For us there were some surprises,’ 
says Haapala. ‘For example, we found a black-and-white photo in our Archive Collections at 
the Finnish National Gallery documenting a work that the pioneering performance artists 
Marina Abramović and Ulay contributed for ARS 83. For ARS22 we were able to borrow a 
video of the same work performed elsewhere. This piece is also a reference point for our 
extensive live art programme during the show.’ 

Haapala explains that ‘in bringing in some key works from different editions, we 
were looking for the potential for these historic works to interact or resonate with our 
contemporary selection’. One area of potential resonance is the selection of works concerning 
issues around identity. ‘We chose a contemporary work by American artist Arthur Jafa 
(receiver of a Golden Lion for best artist at Venice Biennale in 2019 for his film The White 
Album), and then a historical work by Howardena Pindell from the early 1980s with subject 
matter that still strikes a chord today. Here we wanted to demonstrate that many of our 
current issues have a longer history, to show younger generations that they are not “new” as 
such, although some aspects might have changed.’

The title ‘Living Encounters’ for ARS22 underlines the need for people physically to 
meet, especially following the restrictions that Covid-19 has placed on the world, but Haapala 
and Laia are also keen to stress that the show’s emphasis on both the physical presence of 
the artworks and on bodily encounters in the spaces, are not a reaction to the pandemic as 
such. ‘We decided on this before Covid-19 hit us but then it became even more relevant,’ says 
Laia. ‘In a highly mediated society, where material and digital borders recurrently emerge, it 
feels urgent to highlight the body and materiality as sites for agency.’ Accordingly, they have 
commissioned a new installation by the French-Belgian artist Laure Prouvost, whose work 
for the show will explore connections between the bodily experience of the Finnish sauna, 

Marina Abramović and Ulay, Nightsea Crossing, performance at the ARS 83 exhibition at the 
Ateneum Art Museum, Helsinki, in 1983. Photographer: Ilkka Leino
Archive Collections, Finnish National Gallery
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pagan cosmology and motherhood. Despite the organisers’ curtailments on studio visits and 
travelling in general, they were able to welcome some of the commissioned artists, including 
Prouvost, to Kiasma during the development stages of the exhibition.

Haapala and Laia wanted to create a pluralistic and integrated approach to the research 
and curation processes in evolving the show. ‘This means that, as a medium, the exhibition 
offers the possibility to pose similar questions but at different levels or time frames or 
geographies and thus not pushing a certain solution or answer via the selection of artworks.’

Laia points out that the development of the exhibition’s perspective was partly 
inspired by the way Kiasma itself functions. ‘The museum is really in the heart of the 
city and people use it in a familiar easy way, their visits are often quite spontaneous, so 
this idea of the gathering of the different questions reflects how the museum works on a 
daily basis,’ he explains. ‘The audience is large and they come with different positions as 
individuals, so this show is trying to engage with that setting which is a microcosmos of the 
larger context of Helsinki, Finland and the world, trying to enhance connection (encounters) 
rather than fragmentation.’ 

Laia expands on this point, explaining that the aim was to move away from 
compartmentalising specific issues. ‘We tried to be more multifaceted – with the group of 
works that address racial issues at times overlapping with feminism, some bridge to ecology 
or to labour, so really it’s a constellation of multiple issues and together they create a network 
system or organism.’ He pauses. ‘Because that’s how life is.’ 

The research undertaken in selecting the artworks extended through the entire 
curatorial team, drawing on a wide arc of interests and different perspectives. ‘João and I of 
course share some mutual interests, as well as bringing our own areas and networks to the 
table, so we meet in the key concerns such as moving image [Laia has a masters in film from 
Kings College London and extensive international curatorial experience] and also following 
generation X and the Millennials,’ says Haapala. ‘We are also working here with different 
generations – I know I can trust my younger colleagues with their networks – and we can take 
advantage of different special areas of interest.’ More than this, Haapala and Laia were willing 
to embrace a process that might involve departing from what they both wanted to do and 
say. So from the start the curatorial process has been consultative right across the museum. 
‘We both have an interest in local, global, regional and transnational themes,’ says Laia, ‘and 
from there we were using the resources we had ourselves but we also brought in whole teams 
because even though we might be the “maestros” this is a collective effort and there were 
several names in the show that didn’t come originally from us, but from other curators. It 
was also a collective conversation during which things dissolved and became ours rather than 
Leevi’s and mine.’

The mechanics of this approach involved sharing the nucleus of the theme with the 
team of 10 curators from the exhibitions and collections department, the theatre department 
and public programmes and then seeking feedback questions and proposals, Laia explains. 
‘Then we took those back to the wider meeting to expand and change, and each time 
we went back, the discussion opened beyond the curatorial department, to technicians, 
conservators, public programmes etc.’

Laia gives the example of how colleagues in customer services, such as invigilators, 
shared their knowledge about how people engage with the artworks in the spaces. ‘Our 
audiences have changed a lot since the introduction of the museum card in Finland and we 
now need to cater for a much wider range of age: invigilators pointed out that seating has 
been an issue for some visitors. We happen to have selected a work by the artist duo Slavs 
and Tatars that includes a “flying carpet” with enough space for 12 people to sit and hover on 
it so it’s a natural invitation that brings people together – and we immediately had positive 
feedback from the invigilators on the proposal for this piece.’

This expansive and inclusive approach to the selection process within the curatorial 
research has the additional benefit of expanding the knowledge base in unforeseen ways. As 
Haapala points out: ‘Of course we could have focused on one specific question and gone very 
deep with that but at the same time our approach grew a lot from the curating process and 
we got to know more people for example from the Latin American context and more about 
the Nordic art that we haven’t touched before – so all those perspectives are still with us 
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through our research into hundreds of artists. And now there are around 55 of them with us 
in this show, including the live art programme.’

As with many large-scale exhibition projects the research process unearthed hidden 
treasures. One of these came out of the investigations into ecological themes that were 
already taking place in the 1970s and which have since intensified due to the climate crisis. 
What emerged was a work that had been widely disseminated in its day but had since 
disappeared from the consciousness – an iconic piece from 1970 by Finnish artist Kimmo 
Kaivanto (1932–2012). ‘Kaivanto is not so well known abroad but back in the day his painting, 
When the Sea Dies, was used on one of the first United Nations postcards to alert people to 
the climate situation,’ explains Laia. ‘So this was a widely internationally spread and circulated 
image, but it fell through the gaps and even here in Finland many people don’t realise that it 
was such a monumental gesture. So it’s one of the big sources of happiness for us to bring it 
back from history and place it in dialogue with a much younger artist also working within a 
very ecological approach, Juha Pekka Matias Laakkonen.’

Related to this is a further point illustrating an important moment in the history of the 
collections. While combing through all the previous ARS exhibitions the curators came across a 
significant gap in the Finnish National Gallery’s collection of contemporary art dating from the 
1960s and 70s. At that time the collector Sara Hildén had worked together with the Ateneum’s 
curator Leena Peltola on acquisitions and had loaned her own collection to the gallery, 
Haapala explains. ‘Then, when the Sara Hildén Art Museum in Tampere was established in the 
late 1970s, her collection went with her, leaving a gap in the national collection. Fortunately 
for ARS22 Kiasma were able to borrow three works from the Sara Hildén Art Museum – a 
Francis Bacon painting, a work by Alex Katz and the Kaivanto painting. Such findings have 
enhanced the understanding of Kiasma’s legacy, which in turn feeds into future initiatives 
like encouraging the collecting of contemporary international works of art exhibited in our 
survey shows.’

In seeking to create multilayered experiences within the ARS22 exhibition as a whole 
through an appreciation of difference and diversity as being fruitful instead of conflictual, 
one might ask what kinds of qualities were being sought from the artworks themselves. ‘We 

Slavs and Tatars, Prayway, 2012, installation 
Courtesy the artists and Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin
Photo: Bernard Kahrmann
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were not looking to select works that are 
putting you on one edge of the conversation 
but instead that invite you to stay and to think 
a little longer and that bring you to another 
level,’ says Haapala. For example, Laia explains 
how there are several works that draw us to 
reflect on notions of otherness. ‘There are 
many instances where the works are exploring 
how the other is actually a part of us and we 
are part of the other,’ Laia says, ‘the other seen 
as another human being, or even non-human 
beings.’ Here Haapala points to a family-
friendly interactive artwork by Czech artist Eva 
Koťátková that Kiasma commissioned together 
with Bildmuseet in Umeå, Sweden, which 
promotes an affinity with different species via 
the creation of a classroom environment in 
which costumes and a performative element 
offer the possibility for an empathic move 
towards other species through simple gestures. 

While some works question notions of 
otherness, several also challenge the notion of 
the universal as a single paradigm (white, male, 
Eurocentric). The Portuguese interdisciplinary 
artist Grada Kilomba will show the third 
installment of a video trilogy in which she 
references Greek mythology and completely 
reframes it. ‘Kilomba explores the original 
plot and reframes both the gender roles and 
ethnic belongings,’ Laia explains. ‘This totally 
changes the way the story is understood, 
and challenges the idea that the European 
mindframe applies to everyone.’

Haapala and Laia are keen to stress that 
the storytelling elements in the show function 

as a key medium in the examination, comparison and personal experiencing of stories arising 
from different backgrounds. In addition, public programmes widen the strategies for accessing 
works, via workshops, participatory discussions, livestreaming of the exhibition and podcasts. 
‘Because visitors come from different backgrounds and origins and storytelling traditions 
– if we manage to create conditions so a visitor can find one work very touching and opening 
and familiar, it creates a bond with the exhibition so it opens up possibilities with the other 
works in the show,’ says Haapala. ‘We try to bring in totally different oral traditions and make 
an emotional connection via the storytelling.’ 

Laia also points out that it is not necessarily the works themselves that might embody 
a mutual empathy but how the works have been curated to open up wider perspectives on 
the narrative. ‘Some works are actually quite provocative through using the tool of humour,’ 
he explains. ‘In ARS22 we have included humour in some of the narratives as a means for 
facing difficult issues. I am thinking of a video by Howardena Pindell in which the artist 
articulates real experiences of daily racism via the two characters she plays in the piece: the 
Afro-American woman is telling the white woman of her experiences and the white woman 
is totally dismissing them, and yet it’s done in a witty and informal way, but it’s also painful.’ 
Using humour is, of course, a fine line to tread and requires an appropriate intention, but as 
Laia points out: ‘Humour can be a powerful tool of reflection about society and ourselves.’

In seeking possibilities for gleaning new multiple perspectives as part of ‘Living 
Encounters’ the curators are transforming not only the physical spaces but in some cases also 
the immaterial atmospheres within them, and here the architecture of Kiasma’s uppermost 

Kimmo Kaivanto, When the Sea Dies, 1973, oil on canvas, 195cm x 162.5cm
Sara Hildén Foundation / Sara Hildén Art Museum 
Photo: Sara Hildén Art Museum / Jussi Koivunen
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gallery is being utilised to enhance the impact of three works that have been carefully chosen 
to create a spiritual ambience in the space. Laia explains how they wanted to foster a place 
for introspection that could be entered through works that offered different portals. ‘We 
have three artists showing in that space and we thought of it as a kind of paradoxical space 
of intimacy but an intimacy that is also collective. With its high ceiling and expansive opening 
to natural light, the room has the quality of a temple and the works themselves have an 
introspective ambience. The Indian installation artist Sheela Gowda is creating a 150sq-metre 
shrine in the space, which the visitor encounters after a ritual has been performed. Traces 
of incense perfume the air and ritual implements and actions that have taken place are also 
subtly traceable. The piece is placed in dialogue with works by American artist Donna Huanca, 
who focuses on an exploration of the body and materiality and also Czech artist Kovařík 
Vojtěch, whose paintings, like Kilomba, also explore and reframe Western mythologies. 

The accompanying catalogue to ARS22 offers an opportunity to mark 60 years of 
these shows with an overview of the trajectory of this formative period in contemporary art, 
as well as focusing on current themes, and here the research was as meticulous as it was 
for the show. Again the teams across the museum were consulted. ‘We had a long list of 
scholars and then we also researched who the relevant voices might be today internationally,’ 
says Laia. ‘A key consideration in selecting the external contributors was the desire to 
publish texts in Finnish by highly regarded authors that would otherwise not be available 
in the immediate context of the local language,’ he continues. Thus they have selected the 
acclaimed ecofeminist scholar and author of A Cyborg Manifesto Prof. Donna Haraway, with 
a recent text not previously accessible in Finnish. Her catalogue essay is complemented 
by essays from three more contributors – Portuguese artist and scholar Grada Kilomba, 
the Spanish-born Paris-based writer Paul B. Preciado, who is a key voice in the gender and 
sexual identity debate, and the Korean-born German philosopher Byung-Chul Han, author 

Howardena Pindell, still from Free, White, and 21, 1980, video, 12:15min
© Howardena Pindell / Garth Greenan Gallery, New York / VERBUND COLLECTION, Vienna
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of The Burnout Society. In addition to the four stand-alone thematic essays, which do not 
specifically reference the artworks in the show, there is the catalogue of works that has been 
written in-house, plus two introductory texts by Haapala and Laia that offer their individual 
perspectives on the ARS22 show.

One could say that, having been given a glimpse of the research and development 
processes involved in the making of ARS22, it is as if Haapala, Laia and their colleagues, 
together with the artists taking part, have created a modern-day gesamtkunstwerk. ARS22 is 
a total work that not only presents a glimpse of the state of the contemporary art world and 
its journey to this point in time, but one that also offers the possibility to foster at the same 
time an ordinary and transcendent sense of unity within the diversity of our complex and 
mysterious world.   

‘ARS22: Living Encounters’, Museum of Contemporary Art Kiasma, Helsinki, 8 April – 16 October 2022
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